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SoftBank's first humanoid robot gets fired because people 'expect the intelligence of a human' -- we're years away from robots.

This $1790 humanoid robot keeps getting fired from jobs
The Metal Specialist announced they will be building their headquarters and industrial manufacturing facility in Duplin County. The project will bring 33 new jobs paying average salaries of over ...

Duplin County business expanding and adding jobs
In the video, Steve Jobs announces the start of the famous Apple “Think Different” marketing and advertising campaign which focused on unique luminaries such as Albert Einstein, Bob Dylan, Martin ...

“Best Marketing (and Communication) Strategy Ever!” Via Steve Jobs
A company that makes batteries and battery chargers is moving its headquarters from Chicago to Fort Worth, with plans to add 100 new jobs to its ... Battery charger maker moves HQ from Chicago to Fort Worth, with plans to add 100 jobs
According to a CNBC report, Colorado is one of the top states in America for business in 2021. In the report, CNBC ranked all fifty states measuring more than 85 different metrics in 10 categories of ... Colorado ranked 8th in top states for business in 2021
A medical device company has opened a manufacturing center that will bring more than 110 jobs to the Chicagoland area. Amsino Medical Group officially cut the ribbon in its new $32 million North ...

New medical device manufacturing hub in Aurora will create more than 100 jobs
A local media conversion company that recently celebrated its millionth customer called some employees into a series of group meetings earlier this week to let them know their jobs had been eliminated ... Chattanooga-based Legacybox cuts jobs after hiring rapidly during pandemic
During the pandemic, state and local governments launched a plethora of programs aimed at helping small businesses navigate the crisis, but officials said business owners continually had difficulty ... Having trouble getting help for your small business? New Hamilton County program is aimed at you
A n estimated 1.84 million workers have spurned jobs to live off unemployment benefits, a survey found. Nearly one-third of those receiving unemployment insurance said they had turned down at least ...
Survey finds 1.84M have turned down jobs to collect unemployment benefits
PITTSYLVANIA COUNTY, Va. – Virginia Governor Ralph Northam joined dozens of Pittsylvania County leaders for a groundbreaking on Wednesday. Staunton River Plastics is investing $34 million and more ...

Gov. Ralph Northam attends Pittsylvania County groundbreaking, which will bring hundred of new jobs
Kval Inc., who manufactures door machinery for the residential, architectural and commercial markets, is bringing 80 new jobs to Hutto.

California company to bring manufacturing facility, 80 jobs to Hutto
You add that many jobs at decent wages, you're going to actually increase ... Just over two years ago, she was across town on Route 20. But her business, only 3 years old at the time, had grown too ...

Business Boom: recent growth seen across Wood County
The "BPO business analytics market segmented by End-user (BFSI, Retail, Healthcare, Manufacturing, and Others) and Geography (North America, APAC, Europe, MEA, and South ...

BPO Business Analytics Market Featuring Accenture Plc, Capgemini SE, and Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp. | Technavio
U.S. stock futures were steady in overnight trading on Wednesday as investors readied for more corporate earnings and labor market data. Dow futures fell just 10 points. S&P 500 futures were flat and ...

Stock futures are flat ahead of more earnings and jobs data
British retailer the John Lewis Partnership said on Wednesday it plann ed to cut another 1,000 store jobs as it strives to meet a cost r ...

British retailer John Lewis Partnership to cut another 1,000 jobs
Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell on Wednesday pledged "powerful support" to complete the U.S. economic recovery from the coronavirus pandemic, but faced sharp questions from Republican lawmakers ...

Fed's Powell keeps to script on jobs recovery, feels heat on inflation front
HMAN Group Holdings Inc., the parent company of The Hillman Group, Inc., a leader in the hardware and home improvement industry, and Landcadia Holdings III, Inc. (Nasdaq: LCY) ("Landcadia III") ...

The Hillman Group and Landcadia Ill Complete Business Combination, Combined Company Will Begin ...
With explosive job growth continuing across the U.S., a new analysis being released today by staffing firm PeopleReady finds that nearly five million jobs have been posted in the last month, including ...

Jobs Report: Nearly 5 Million New Jobs Posted in Last 30 Days, 1 Million in Last Week Alone
The city has approved the sale of Miami Valley Research Park land that's expected to help a Kettering medical device business expand, adding more than 90 jobs. The city council's 5-0 vote Tuesday ...